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Endovenous laser ablation (EVLA) is a minimally invasive surgical procedure, often guided by ultrasound (US)
imaging, for treating venous insufficiencies. US imaging limitations in accurately visualizing the catheter and the
lack of a temperature monitoring system can lead to sub-optimal outcomes. An integrated photoacoustic (PA)guided EVLA system has been previously developed and reported to overcome the shortcomings of US-guided
procedure. In this study, we further characterized the system and tested the in vivo utility. In addition, PA
thermometry was further explored by compensating the variation of PA signal with temperature with respect to
the temperature-dependent absorption of blood and water. In vivo imaging results indicated that the PA-guided
EVLA system can provide high contrast and accurate images of the ablation catheter tip overlaid on US images of
the background tissue. Additionally, absorption-compensated PA signal amplitudes over a relevant range of
temperature were measured and demonstrated.

1. Introduction
In the United States, chronic venous insufficiencies (CVI) affect
approximately 23 % of the adult population at some point in their life
time [1]. Varicose veins are a manifestation of CVI characterized by the
superficial bulging of veins due to the accumulation of blood caused by
weakened vein valves [2]. Varicose veins occur in the superficial veins of
the lower limbs and rarely in the upper extremities. Untreated CVI can
lead to lower extremity edema, venous stasis, dermatitis, and venous
ulcers [3,4]. With more than 40 million people in the United States have
received some form of treatment for varicose vein diseases, treatment
costs are estimated to reach $1 billion annually [5]. Minimally invasive
procedures including endovenous laser ablation (EVLA) [6], endoscopic
radiofrequency ablation [7], trans-illuminated phlebectomy [8], liquid
or foam sclerotherapy [9], and cyanoacrylate adhesives [10] are used
for treating varicose veins. EVLA is the most preferred treatment pro
cedure due to the high technical success rate, short recovery time, and
minimal post-operative pain [11–13]. EVLA is often guided by ultra
sound (US) imaging to assure proper placement of the ablation catheter

within the diseased vein. The localized heat generated at the ablation
catheter tip seals the diseased vein. The efficacy of the EVLA procedure
depends on the precise placement of the ablation catheter within the
vein and limiting the damage to perivenous tissues during ablation.
However, the US imaging artifacts such as reverberation [14], and
comet tail [15], in addition to its limited contrast and signal-to-noise
ratio, limit the ability of US imaging to track the ablation catheter tip
within the diseased vein accurately. US imaging loses the ablation
catheter tip in angled veins because the US waves reflected from the
angled catheter move away from the US imaging plane [16–18].
Improper transducer-catheter alignment and sonographer errors cause
tracking-related inaccuracies [19]. US images of the ablation catheter
within the surrounding tissues have a poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), making it difficult to detect the
ablation catheter tip within the background tissue. Besides, US imaging
is unable to distinguish between the body and the tip of the ablation
catheter due to their similar acoustic features. These inaccuracies lead to
the cauterization at the incorrect location (near the junction of femoral
or the popliteal vein), which may cause deep vein thrombosis (DVT),
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and increase the risk of varicose veins recurrence. During vein ablation,
a temperature feedback system can provide a non-invasive means to
determine the real-time thermal dose deposition and monitor the lesion
formation (which leads to vein closure). Some endovenous
radio-frequency (RF) ablation systems are equipped with a temperature
monitoring system, which prevents the overheating and charring of the
tissue [20]. However, the lack of real-time temperature monitoring in
EVLA systems may lead to an excessive thermal dose, which causes
perivenous damage, hyperemia, ecchymosis [11,21], edema, and
endovenous heat-induced thrombosis (EHIT) (1–2 %) [22,23]. An
Insufficient thermal dose may cause recanalization and the recurrence of
varicose veins (1–20 %). These limitations prolong the duration of the
surgery and lead to post complications.
These unmet clinical needs call the need for developing a clinically
translatable, low-cost, point-of-care system, which can accurately track
the ablation catheter tip and provide real-time temperature monitoring
at its tip within the vein. We envision that catheter tip tracking and
temperature monitoring capabilities will be improved by integrating
photoacoustic (PA) imaging modality into the current EVLA system. PA
imaging acoustically probes the thermoelastic responses of the excited
optical absorbers through short-pulsed laser illumination [24–26].
US-guided EVLA procedure guides an ablation catheter into the diseased
vein. A pulsed laser source can be integrated into the same ablation
catheter, adding PA imaging to the existing EVLA system. Our previous
ex vivo studies [17] demonstrated a novel PA-guided EVLA system and
its characterization results [19] in ex vivo phantom and tissue studies.
The results indicated that the PA imaging improved the accuracy in
tracking the ablation catheter tip since the PA signal is generated only at
the interface between the ablation catheter tip and the surrounding
medium. The omnidirectional nature of the PA signal enables
angle-independent ablation catheter tip tracking. Several research
groups have utilized PA imaging for guiding medical procedures that
require the placement and positioning of external objects such as
metallic needles [27,28], catheters [29], and balloon catheters [30].
Most of these reported methods are using external illumination to
perform PA imaging. PA-guided procedures using internal illumination
have been reported in robot-guided catheter tracking systems [31,32]
and have been used for tracking catheters [29,33]. Additionally, the
amplitude of the PA signal is a function of the surrounding temperature.
Therefore, PA imaging is an ideal solution for monitoring the real-time
temperature in EVLA procedures. PA imaging with external illumination
[34,35] has been used for monitoring the real-time temperature and
formation of thermal lesions. However, since the PA signal highly de
pends on the fluence at the temperature monitoring site, external illu
mination requires an accurate light diffusion model to estimate the
fluence and provides reliable and quantitative temperature measure
ments. In this study, we explored the capabilities of the developed
PA-guided EVLA system in vivo animal studies. We modified the system’s
imaging sequence, which makes it is easier to use during the operation.
The variation in the PA signal at different imaging depths and orienta
tion angles was characterized. A temperature detection method was
developed by calculating the PA signal amplitudes as well as the optical
properties of blood and water within the temperature range of 30 ◦ C to
85 ◦ C. Combining these two methodologies, we demonstrated the pos
sibility of performing accurate quantitative PA thermometry, indepen
dent from the variation of optical absorption of the blood and water. In
the end, we reported the in-vivo PA-guided EVLA procedure imaging
results for ablation catheter tip tracking and real-time measurements of
the ablation catheter tip temperature. The in-vivo experimental results
demonstrated the PA-guided EVLA system, and its procedures offers an
advantage over the US-guided method and can be potentially translated
into the clinic with minimal modifications in the existing EVLA devices.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Principle of PA thermometry
PA imaging is a hybrid imaging modality that marries optical illu
mination and US imaging to probe the optical properties of the tissue of
interest. The general waveform of a PA signal (P) in a homogeneous
inviscid medium at initial temperature T0 associated with the acoustic
attention of the medium can be defined by:
P(T0 )∝Γ(T0 )μa (T0 )Fe−

αT0 d

,

(1)

During thermotherapy, the difference between detected PA ampli
tudes when the temperature of the tissue rises from the initial temper
ature T0 to T1 and can be represented as (2):
ΔP(T0 , T1 )∝P(T0 ) − P(T1 ),

(2)

where Γ is the Grüneisen parameter representing the thermoelastic ef
ficiency of the medium; μa refers to the absorption coefficient of the
chromophore. F is denoted as the laser fluence; d refers to the distance
that the acoustic waves traveled between the acoustic source (imaged
ablation catheter tip) and the transducer; and αT0 represents the acoustic
attenuation coefficient along the direction of d at the temperature Ti.
By solving Eq. (2) with the fluence measurements, optical properties,
Grüneisen parameter, and acoustic attenuation of the medium, accurate
quantitative thermometry can be performed. However, the quantitative
temperature estimation in the developed PA-guided EVLA system is
relatively easy since most of the terms, including fluence and acoustic
attenuation of the tissue medium, are negligible. During EVLA proced
ures, the distance between the ablation catheter and the transducer is
relatively constant. Moreover, the heat and PA signal generated at the
ablation catheter tip is localized, occurs internally, and does not cause a
significant rise in temperature in the tissue medium. Hence, minimal
acoustic attenuation changes occur at the tissue medium between the
transducer and the ablation catheter. Thus, the changes in the acoustic
attenuation coefficient are very minimal. Moreover, the fluence F is a
constant because the pulsed laser illumination does not penetrate the
tissue layers. Therefore, by removing the attenuation term and using a
constant fluence in the initial PA signal generated at the ablation cath
eter tip, (2) can be rewritten as:
ΔP(T0 , T1 )∝Γ(T0 )μa (T0 ) − Γ(T1 )μa (T1 ),

(3)

From the literature, the tissue parameters, such as absorption prop
erties for blood, have been reported to increase from 25 ◦ C to 55 ◦ C [36].
However, at higher temperatures above 55 ◦ C, the optical properties of
blood changes due to protein denaturation [37]. Therefore, by
measuring temperature-dependent variations in the medium’s optical
properties, it is possible to find a direct relation between PA signal
change and variations of the Grüneisen parameter and, thus, perform
accurate and quantitative thermometry during the PA-guided EVLA
procedure. The quantitative relationship of temperature with absorption
compensated PA amplitude can be calculated as:
ΔT∝ ΔΓ(T0 , T1 ) =

ΔP(T0 , T1 )
Δμ(T0 , T1 )

(4)

2.2. Integrated PA-guided EVLA system
The PA-guided EVLA system integrated a beam merging system and a
USPA imaging system. The beam merging system combined the beams
from a single wavelength (532 nm), 10− 28 Hz pulsed laser (LumiBird,
Montana, USA), and a clinical continuous-wave (CW) ablation laser
(Venacure 1470, wavelength λ = 1470 nm, Angiodynamics, New York,
USA) into an ablation catheter. Fig. 1a shows a photograph of the beam
merging system, and Fig. 1b shows the principle of merging two laser
beams. By using a cold mirror (CMR 45, Newport, Irvine, CA, USA), the
2
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Fig. 1. (a) Photograph and (b) Schematic dia
gram of the of the PA-guided EVLA system. The
pulsed laser beam from the pulsed laser and the
CW laser beam from the CW laser is combined
using cold mirror into a single ablation catheter
through collimation optics. (c) The cold mirror
has a higher transmission at wavelengths
ranging from 780 nm to 2500 nm and high
reflectance of wavelengths ranging from 400
nm to 700 nm. Image adapted from Newport.
(d) Timing diagram indicating the US&PA im
aging sequence and temperature monitoring
synchronization with US & PA image acquisi
tion and ablation. Schematic of the experi
mental setup (e) to evaluate the change in PA
amplitude at different depths within a porcine
tissue at different pulse energies, and (f) to
measure the PA amplitude within a blood me
dium at different catheter orientations.

laser beams can be merged and coupled into an ablation catheter
(FP1000ERT, core diameter 1000 μm, numerical aperture 0.5, Thorlabs,
New Jersey, USA) by a set of collimating lenses (LB1761, LA1116,
Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA). The optical properties of the mirror are
shown in Fig. 1c. The maximum power of the CW laser is 10 W. The total
energy loss for the CW laser is about 20 % due to optics, which is suf
ficient for the EVLA procedure.
The imaging component of the PA-guided EVLA system comprised of
a high-frequency linear array US transducer (L11− 4v, 128 elements,
bandwidth 4− 11 MHz, Verasonics, Washington, USA), equipped with a
digital US research platform (Vantage 128, Verasonics, Washington,
USA). A function generator (RIGOL Technologies, Beijing, China) was
used to synchronize the pulsed laser system and the imaging system to
confirm the accuracy of the real-time co-registered USPA images. A
microcontroller in coordination with the function generator was used to
synchronize the CW laser and the pulsed laser. The imaging sequences
were shown in Fig. 1d.

results of these two experiments, the optimal fluence for in vivo studies
can be determined.
2.4. Measurement of temperature-dependent optical absorption of blood
and water
EVLA procedures utilize a high-power CW laser for ablation pro
cedures and induce high-temperature changes within the vein. At higher
temperatures exceeding 55 ◦ C, blood denatures, coagulates, and the
optical absorption properties are altered [37]. These variations in the
optical absorption properties affect the PA signal. Previous studies
indicated that the absorption coefficient of blood increases in the lower
temperature range from 10 ◦ C to 55 ◦ C [36]. To measure the absorption
properties of blood in the higher temperature range from 55 ◦ C to 85 ◦ C,
we designed an experiment involving a) heparinized canine blood and b)
distilled (DI) water whose temperature was varied between 30 ◦ C to 85
◦
C. Recently developed endovenous laser ablation procedures are often
aimed at water-based venous tissues for heating and sealing the veins. In
other words, these lasers are tuned to peak absorption of water (1470
nm) to generate thermal lesions [6,38]. Hence, DI water was also
included in the study to study the behavior of the absorption changes of
water at higher temperatures. The optical absorption properties were
studied by suspending a cuvette (path length: 10 mm, Hellma Analytics,
New York, USA) filled with heparinized canine blood diluted with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at a 1:500 ratio. The cuvette was then
heated in a homogenous fashion by a water bath (Fig. 2, supplementary
document). A K-type thermocouple (Reed Instruments, North Carolina,
USA) connected to a microcontroller was used to record the blood
temperature at time intervals of 0.5 s. The absorbance of the canine
blood was calculated by measuring the incident and transmitted pulsed
laser energy (λ = 532 nm) by the Beer-Lambert law [39]. The incident
and transmitted energies were recorded by a power meter (PE50BF-
DIFH-C, Ophir Optronics, Utah, USA).

2.3. Ex vivo characterization of EVLA-guided system to evaluate the
maximum imaging depth and minimum required pulsed energy
The PA-guided EVLA system utilizes an internal illumination light
delivery system, in which a constant fluence is maintained. Hence, the
PA signal flight through the tissue layers is affected by acoustic atten
uation. We performed a study to characterize the acoustic attenuation of
PA signals at different imaging depths. These studies were performed by
placing the ablation catheter carrying the combined beam (λ = 532 nm
and λ = 1470 nm) into US transparent tubes (diameter 0.5 cm, Zeus,
South Carolina, USA) filled with heparinized sheep blood (Cedarlane,
Canada). The tubes were then embedded at different depths (1, 2, 3 cm)
within a porcine tissue (Fig. 1e). The depths were selected based on the
common locations of EVLA based varicose vein treatment procedures.
The PA amplitude was acquired at each depth with a sagittal view of the
ablation catheter tip at different pulse energies (50, 100, 150 μJ),
respectively. These measurements also include the effect of acoustic
attenuation on the PA signal generated at each depth. Moreover, this
experiment aims to determine the minimum pulse energy required for
the system while imaging deep tissues. Additionally, we designed the
following orientation-depth experiments to validate that the PA signal is
independent of the ablation catheter orientation at a constant imaging
depth (Fig. 1f). In the experiments, the same ablation catheter and US
transparent tube described above were used. Instead of placing the tubes
at different depths, the tubes were placed within a water medium at a
constant depth of 3 cm at different orientation angles. Sagittal USPA
images of the ablation catheter tip were acquired. The orientation angles
were varied from 10 ◦ to 35 ◦ at intervals of 5 ◦ . The pulse energy carried
by the ablation catheter was varied (50, 100, 150 μJ). By combining the

2.5. PA thermometry and lesion formation capabilities of the PA-guided
EVLA system
The PA-guided EVLA system provides simultaneous catheter tip
tracking, ablation, and real-time temperature monitoring feedback. The
capability of the PA thermometry was characterized by acquiring the PA
signals of canine blood and water at different temperatures ranging from
30 to 85 ◦ C. An ablation catheter carrying a pulsed laser beam (wave
length λ = 532 nm, energy of 100 μJ) was placed within the same US
transparent tube separately filled with a) heparinized canine blood, and
b) DI water. The samples were heated up by a water bath. The medium
was selected based on the possible imaging conditions during EVLA
procedures, (a) the tip of the ablation catheter can be placed close to the
3
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Fig. 2. (a) Variation of PA amplitude at different laser energies, placed at different depths inside the blood tubes, embedded within the porcine tissue. (b) Variation
of the PA amplitude at different, different pulse laser energies, placed at different angles inside a blood tube held within a water medium at a constant depth of 3 cm.
The error bars represent the standard deviation along each measurement.

inner vein wall (whitish, water-based tissue), or (b) the ablation catheter
is suspended inside the lumen at a suitable distance from the vein wall
(emerged in the blood). The same K-type thermocouple was placed near
the ablation catheter tip to measure the temperature of the medium
during the study. A Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) phantom was used as the
coupling medium to prevent direct contact between the US transducer
and the hot water within the container. Sagittal US and PA images of the
ablation catheter were acquired. Attenuation caused by the PVC due to
temperature variations was compensated. The PA amplitude was
computed by averaging the PA signals at the ablation catheter tip. These
measurements were repeated three times to analyze the robustness of
the measurements. The boundary of the tube or the tube wall will not
influence the PA signal since the illumination at the catheter tip is a
point illumination and illuminates a very small distance in front of the
catheter tip. The PA signal generated is always seen within a homoge
nous medium and is not affected by the discontinuities in water.
The lesion formation capabilities of the PA-guided EVLA system were
also evaluated through ex vivo experiments. Since the CW laser in the
integrated system passes through a series of optics before exiting the
ablation catheter, analyzing this parameter is critical in the developed
system. In this experiment, the ablation catheter carrying the combined
beam (λ = 532 nm, 200 μJ, and λ = 1470 nm, 8 W) was placed inside the
excised jugular vein of a canine model (length = 10.5 cm, diameter =
0.5 cm). The temperature sensor was placed on the outer vein wall in a
perpendicular arrangement to the ablation catheter. A gelatin block was
placed on top of the vein to enable imaging of the vein. The ablation
laser remained active for 2.5 s during the procedure. US and PA images
were recorded before and after the period of the ablation procedure.
Studies were performed ex vivo to have better control on the ablation site
and perform the histological analysis on the ablated site with better
accuracy. Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) were used for staining the ab
lated and non-ablated regions of the vein tissue sections to indicate that
the vein was successfully ablated. The ablated vein was cut into two
pieces, and the ablated site was marked based on the discoloration and
changes in the PA signal. The distance between the ablated and nonablated sites was roughly measured as 1 cm. Both tissue regions were
excised from the vein and fixed in formalin for 24 h. Then they were
dehydrated in increasing ethanol changes from 70 % to 100 % over 8 h,
cleared in xylenes for 2 h, and embedded in paraffin. The embedded
tissues were sectioned at 8 μm thickness for staining.

(Fig. 1a, supplementary document). Two dogs were used for the study.
The canine study protocol and the animal handling were approved by
the Institutional Animal and Care Use Committee of Henry Ford Health
Systems. A US gel block was used on the scanning region (Fig. 1b-c,
supplementary document) to ensure acoustic coupling between the US
transducer and the skin. Transverse and Sagittal USPA images of the
ablation catheter tip within the vein were acquired (Fig. 1d, supple
mentary document). The SNR and the CNR of the USPA images were
calculated. The SNR was defined as:

2.6. In vivo ablation catheter tip tracking in a canine model

3.1. The depth and energy-dependent PA for tracking the catheter tip at
different angular orientations

SNR = 20log10

μsignal
σbackground

(5)

where μsignal refers to the mean signal generated at the tip of the ablation
catheter, and σbackground refers to the standard deviation of the back
ground (anatomical structure of the vein). The CNR was calculated as:
CNR = 20log10

|Scatheter − SB |

σ background

,

(6)

where Scatheter refers to the mean of the desired signal (at the tip of the
ablation catheter), SB refers to the mean of the background (anatomical
structure of the vein), and σbackground represents the background noise.
2.7. Evaluating the feasibility of in vivo PA thermometry in a canine
model
The ability of PA imaging to perform non-invasive sensing of the realtime temperature inside the vein of a live dog (animal information is the
same as studies in 2.6) was evaluated by placing an ablation catheter
carrying the combined beam (λ = 532 nm, 200 μJ, and λ = 1470 nm, 12
W) and a K-type thermocouple (Fig. 1e, supplementary document).
Fig. 1e shows the arrangement of the ablation catheter and the tem
perature sensor. Tumescent anesthesia was injected along the length of
the fascia of the jugular vein to lower the temperature and prevent
damages to the perivenous tissue. Transverse and sagittal USPA images
of the ablation catheter tip within the vein were acquired during abla
tion. The thermocouple was equipped with a data-logging system
developed on a microcontroller platform.
3. Results

The capabilities of PA imaging to track the ablation catheter was
evaluated by placing an ablation catheter carrying the combined beam
(λ = 532 nm, 200 μJ, and λ = 1470 nm, off) into the jugular vein of a dog

Fig. 2 shows the experimental results for evaluating the PA signal
amplitude at different imaging depths and ablation catheter
4
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orientations. The results in Fig. 2a indicated that the system could detect
the PA signal generated at the ablation catheter tip at a pulse energy of
50 μJ, placed at an imaging depth of 3 cm. The variations in the PA
amplitude at the same depth are due to the change in laser fluence. The
acoustic attenuation introduced the variations with the same fluence at a
different depth, which is nearly linear and follows the principle of
acoustic attenuation. The averaged acoustic attenuation computed is
about 0.1 dB/cm, which can be negligible during in vivo studies since it is
close to the background noise level. Fig. 2b describes the variation in the
PA amplitude at different ablation catheter orientations. Unlike US im
aging, which loses the ablation catheter tip at an angle of 30 ◦ , the US
transducer detects these omnidirectional acoustic waves. Also, in
contrast to the attenuation suffered by the PA signals in the porcine
tissue, the PA amplitude at constant laser energies suffers minimal
attenuation in the water medium. Unlike external illumination, which is
affected by fluence absorption by the surrounding tissues, the proposed
system uses internal illumination, where the laser fluence is constant.
These studies provide the selected range of laser energies, which can be
used for ablation catheter tip tracking and monitoring the real-time
temperature in animal studies and future clinical trials. The internal
illumination-based PA thermometry system will not be affected by
varying fluence, imaging depth, and orientation of the ablation catheter
within the vein. Hence, our PA thermometry system can be calibrated ex
vivo. These calibration studies will provide a temperature-dependent PA
curve, which can provide quantitative temperature information during
animal studies. While most of the results in the characterization studies
were acquired when the catheter was static, visualization of the moving
catheter is anticipated to produce identical results. Moreover, in our
recent study, we have demonstrated the dynamic tracking of the cath
eter tip with low and high-repetition-rate enabled PA imaging [40].

range from 30 ◦ C to 55 ◦ C. After a temperature of 55 ◦ C, a rapid decrease
of absorption was detected until 80 ◦ C, followed by saturation in the
absorption from 80 ◦ C up to 85 ◦ C. The variation of absorption in the
lower temperature range matches the results reported in the literature
[36]. Fig. 3d indicated the absorption of DI-water has a constant in
crease in the same temperature range as the canine blood. Fig. 3b and
Fig. 3e show the detected PA amplitudes for blood and water during a
slowly heating-up process. In these measurements, the PA amplitude
acquired at various temperatures was normalized to the maximum PA
amplitude. The canine blood study revealed a nonlinear variation of the
PA amplitudes at higher temperatures. The drop in the PA amplitude at
55 ◦ C matches the decrease in its optical absorption. This drop is due to
the denaturation and coagulation of blood, followed by the alteration in
its optical properties [37]. It is hypothesized that partial denaturation of
blood occurs at (>55 ◦ C), followed by complete denaturation at 65− 70
◦
C. It is assumed that blood experiences a change in phase during this
temperature interval. However, the increase in PA amplitude after 70 ◦ C
in the normalized results can be accounted for due to the combined ef
fect, including the absorption changes and the Grüneisen parameter. In
contrast, the PA amplitude changes of DI-water exhibited a linear
change (Fig. 3e) until 80 ◦ C, which was in accordance with the increase
in its absorption (Fig. 3d). Moreover, our previous studies [17] have
validated the linear relationship of PA amplitude with temperature
variations within a DI water medium (until 85 ◦ C) in a closed environ
ment. However, the decrease in PA amplitude can be explained due to
the starting of phase changes in water that form bubbles at the ablation
catheter tip, which is usually negligible in a closed environment. Fig. 3c
and Fig. 3f show the compensated PA thermometry results. The
compensated results were computed by normalizing the PA amplitude
(Fig. 3b, e) at different temperatures by the changes in the optical ab
sorption of the medium (Fig. 3a, d) measured at the same temperatures
as shown in Eq. 7:

3.2. Characterization of blood and water absorption properties for
absorption-compensated PA thermometry

Compensated PA amplitude =

Fig. 3a shows the change in absorbance of canine blood with tem
perature. From Beer and Lambert’s law [39], the absorbance measure
ments can be directly related to the absorption coefficient parameter
since the measurements were done in cuvettes with a constant and
relatively short path length, which minimizes the effect of scattering. In
addition, the cuvette had an anti-reflection coating, and therefore, the
reflection-related losses were minimized. Consequently, the measured
absorbance was dominated by the absorption of the material. The results
indicated the absorption of blood slightly increases in the temperature

Normalized PA(T)
Absorption(T)

(7)

Where PA(T) represents the detected PA signal at a temperature of T and
absorption(T) represents the measured absorption of the surrounding
matter (water or blood) at the same temperature. In other words, the
compensated results show the PA signal, independent from temperaturedependent variations of the optical absorption of the surrounding me
dium and will be the function of the Grüneisen parameter. The
compensated result of DI water indicated a clear linear relationship
between PA amplitude and temperature. In contrast, the compensated
Fig. 3. The top panel highlights the calibration
study results of canine blood and the bottom
panel indicates the calibration results of DI
water. The Variation of absorbance of (a)
canine blood and (d) DI water at temperature
from 30 ◦ C to 85 ◦ C. Variation of normalized PA
amplitude at temperature from 30 ◦ C to 85 ◦ C
within (b) canine blood and (e) DI water me
dium. Compensated PA thermometry measure
ments at temperature from 30 ◦ C to 85 ◦ C
within (c) canine blood and (f) DI water me
dium. The error bars (b, c, e, f) represent the
standard deviation along each measurement.
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PA thermometry of canine blood shows an increase in the PA signal
amplitude until 55 ◦ C, followed by a drop until 65 ◦ C, and then sharply
increases until 85 ◦ C. The increase in the PA signal at temperature (>70
◦
C) is due to the Grüneisen parameter because the temperaturedependent absorption changes were compensated. This compensated
result established a relation between the PA signal and temperature for
performing quantitative thermometry.

cell damage) with nuclear debris (Fig. 4e, indicated by black arrows).
The ablated venous tissue region also revealed prominent degeneration
of collagen ablation catheters in the adventitial layer. In conclusion,
histology studies indicated a prominent distinction between the healthy
and the ablated tissues and demonstrates that the vein is ablated.
3.4. In vivo ablation catheter tip tracking
Fig. 5a-b shows the two transverse and Fig. 5c sagittal co-registered
real-time USPA images during the EVLA procedure. The PA images
indicated artifact and background-free images, and the US images pro
vide anatomical structures such as the carotid artery in the background.
Unlike US imaging, which visualizes the ablation catheter body, PA
imaging provides high contrast images of the ablation catheter tip
(Fig. 5e). In some cases, transverse US images show no clear distinction
between the ablation catheter tip, body, and the background tissue
because they share similar US features (Fig. 5d). These limitations cause
false readings about the ablation catheter tip location in the vein.
However, PA imaging accurately detects the ablation catheter tip inside
the vein because the PA signal is generated where the laser pulses
emerging from the ablation catheter tip interact with the surrounding
blood medium. Based on (5) and (6), the SNR and the CNR of the
transverse US image were calculated as 9 dB and 2.1 dB, respectively.
The SNR and the CNR of the transverse PA image were calculated as 21.6
dB and 18.2 dB, respectively. The PA images’ high SNR and CNR enable
easy and accurate detection of the ablation catheter tip. Hence, these
overlaid USPA images will provide easy detection of the ablation cath
eter tip, significantly reducing the surgery duration and minimizing
complications in patients.

3.3. Thermal lesion formation using the integrated PA/ EVLA system
The ability of the integrated PA/ EVLA system to form a thermal
lesion was evaluated by placing the ablation catheter carrying the
combined beam and a miniaturized temperature sensor within an
excised vein tissue (Fig. 4a and b). Initially, the PA amplitude increases
with the change in temperature at the vein wall (Fig. 4c). The increase in
the PA amplitude is due to the alteration of the Grüneisen parameter of
tissues. However, the PA amplitude decreases at temperatures ranging
from 44 ◦ C to 48 ◦ C due to the thermal lesion formation in the vein wall.
In addition, these temperature values correlate with the temperatures
causing irreversible cell death, tissue necrosis, which eventually leads to
vein closure (Fig. 4b). Histology studies were performed to evaluate the
cauterization capability of the CW laser by performing histology studies
on the healthy and ablated regions of the venous tissue. The non-ablated
region consisted of an intact tunica intima with thin flat endothelial cells
and minimal subendothelium. The tunica media appeared thin with
smooth muscle layers and connective tissue. The thicker tunica adven
titia consisted of abundant collagen and few elastic layers (Fig. 4d). In
contrast, the ablated region of the vein tissue (Fig. 4e) indicated
extensive coagulative necrosis of smooth muscle in the tunica media
region of the vein and partly involving the adventitial layer. The
adventitial layer appeared hypereosinophilic (pinkish region indicating

Fig. 4. (a) Photograph of the excised canine
jugular vein. (b) Photograph of the thermal
lesion formed in the inner wall of the vein
(tunica intima). Black dashed circle indicates
the ablated area. (c) Changes in the PA ampli
tude due to temperature changes, when the
ablation catheter is placed inside an excised
vein tissue. The trough in the graph indicates
the drop in the PA amplitude and the formation
of the thermal lesion which leads to the closure
of the vein. Histology images of the (d) nonablated (healthy) vein, dashed rectangular re
gion magnified to indicate different layers of
the vein and (e) ablated vein, dashed rectan
gular region indicates the coagulative necrosis
of the muscle fibers in the tunica media layer of
the vein. Black arrows indicate the damaged
regions within the vein.
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Fig. 5. In-vivo USPA imaging for ablation
catheter tip tracking during EVLA procedure:
(a-b) Transverse and (c) sagittal superimposed
USPA images of the ablation catheter tip within
the jugular vein. The vein is loosely compressed
in (a, c, d, e) and tightly compressed in (b). The
anatomical structures of the background tissue
are visualized using US imaging. (d) Transverse
US image of ablation catheter placed inside the
jugular vein. Due to similar US features, US
imaging is unable to distinguish between the
ablation catheter tip and the vein wall. Trans
verse USPA image of ablation catheter placed
inside the jugular vein. PA detects the ablation
catheter tip and US imaging visualizes the
background tissue.

3.5. Feasibility of in vivo PA thermometry

amplitude generated at the ablation catheter tip is independent of the
catheter orientation and the depth at which it is placed (Fig. 2). In
addition, we demonstrated that with low energies of 50 μJ, the PA signal
was above the detection limit and was able to visualize the catheter tip at
tested angular orientations. The absorption compensated results (Fig. 3)
for blood and water medium indicates the dependence of the Grüneisen
parameter (i.e., the PA signal) with temperature by compensating the
temperature-dependent absorption changes. Furthermore, the histology
studies (Fig. 4) conducted in the ablated and healthy vein tissues indi
cated that the integrated system could perform vein ablation. The in vivo
EVLA tracking experiments explored the tracking and the temperature
monitoring capabilities of the integrated PA-guided system. The inte
grated PA-guided system provides high contrast, background-free,
angle-independent images of the ablation catheter tip overlaid with
US images of the background tissue. The results (Fig. 5) indicated that
the proposed PA images of the ablation catheter tip have a higher SNR
twice than the SNR of US images, a CNR nine times higher than the US
images. Compared to PA imaging using external illumination, the pro
posed system utilizes internal illumination, i.e., light coming out of the
fiber placed inside the vein, for PA catheter tip tracking and thermom
etry. Hence, only a small region is illuminated in front of the catheter.
Therefore, the PA signals generated arise only from the interface of the
catheter tip and the surrounding medium, not from nearby blood ves
sels. Insensitive to imaging depths, a low-power, high repletion laser can
be used for tracking and temperature monitoring capabilities. The PA
images have similar SNR and CNR at imaging depths of about 1 cm and 3
cm since the acoustic attenuation of the tissues is relatively low
compared to the PA signal amplitude generated at the ablation catheter
tip. The integrated PA-guided EVLA system is independent of the im
aging depth, catheter orientation and can be translated to DVT treat
ment procedures using a low center frequency US transducer
(bandwidth of 2− 4 MHz). The in vivo PA thermometry results (Fig. 6)
validated the ability of the proposed system to provide precise in vivo
quantitative PA thermometry estimations.
The detected PA signal amplitudes in the ex vivo study had a high

The in vivo validation study was performed by placing an ablation
catheter carrying the combined beam and a temperature sensor inside
the jugular vein. The ablation catheter is placed inside the vein in two
different scenarios: (a) the ablation catheter is suspended inside the
lumen at a suitable distance from the vein wall (Fig. 6a, c), and (b) the
tip is placed close to the inner vein wall (tunica intima, water-based
tissue) (Fig. 6b, d). The PA amplitude followed the temperature varia
tions caused by the ablation laser but followed a slightly non-linear
relationship with an increase in temperature when placed in a bloodfilled medium (Fig. 6c). In contrast, the introduction of tumescent
anesthesia into the tissues surrounding the vein caused a decrease in
temperature (Fig. 6d) and compressed the vein around the ablation
catheter (Fig. 6b). During laser ablation, the high absorption of laser
energy by the water molecules present in the vein wall at the wavelength
of λ = 1470 nm [6,38] leads to a rapid increase in temperature. As
fluence is constant in our study, the increase in the amplitude of the PA
signal (Fig. 6d) reflects the temperature-dependent changes in the
Grüneisen parameter and the absorption of water molecules present in
the vein wall at higher temperatures. This has been validated through
our calibration studies (Fig. 6d and e). Hence, the compensated PA
curve can quantify the PA signal’s dependence on temperature and can
be used as a tool for performing quantitative thermometry.
4. Discussion
This report described a novel, integrated PA-guided EVLA system for
enhancing EVLA procedures. The developed prototype enhances the
capability to track the ablation catheter tip and adds a real-time semiquantitative temperature monitoring feature to the current US-guided
EVLA system. The paper mathematically proved the feasibility of
semi-quantitative PA thermometry measurement by compensating the
absorption changes of the medium (Section 2-A). Moreover, the ex vivo
experimental results validate these results by indicating that the PA

Fig. 6. PA imaging for real-time thermometry.
USPA imaging showing the placement of the
ablation catheter and thermocouple (a) sus
pended in the lumen, placed at a suitable dis
tance away from the vein wall and (b) close to
the vein wall. The vein is loosely compressed in
(a) and tightly compressed in (b). (c) Changes in
PA amplitude due to the temperature changes
caused by the CW laser, when the ablation
catheter carrying the combined beam is sus
pended within the lumen and placed (d) close to
the vein wall (water-based tissue). Green panels indicate the duration when the CW laser was turned OFF and the red panel indicates the duration when the CW laser
was turned ON. The error bars represent the standard deviation along each measurement. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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correlation, along with the internal temperature variations. The
measured in vivo results varied with the ex vivo calibration measure
ments because the temperature of the canine blood was slowly varied.
This variation can be accounted for by the rapid increase in temperature
caused by the high-power rating of the CW laser within the vein. Our
recent studies have indicated that a high repetition rate laser added to
the integrated PA-guided EVLA system improves the temporal resolution
and monitors rapid temperature variations [40]. Besides, a high repe
tition laser will provide smoother ablation catheter motions. Since
standard EVLA procedures utilize CW laser power levels (3–8 W) for
ablation procedures, the variation in the PA amplitude at higher tem
peratures can be analyzed for providing quantitative temperature
measurements for future animal studies. Besides, the blood oxygenation
level also plays a vital role in providing quantitative measurements of
the ablation catheter tip temperature above 55 ◦ C. During the dena
turation of the hemoglobin protein, it gradually loses its combining
capability with oxygen. These changes in the oxygenation saturation
may increase the variation of quantitative estimation of the ablation
catheter tip temperature due to the alterations in the optical and heat
properties of the surrounding medium. Using the isosbestic absorption
point of oxygen and dioxygen hemoglobin, such as 586 nm, the accuracy
of temperature measurements can be improved. When the CW laser
stops, there is a rapid decrease in temperature due to the blood flow
within the jugular vein, which is usually avoided due to the
almost-standstill state of the blood within varicose veins.
The integrated PA-guided EVLA system does not raise any additional
concerns to the patient and physician because the average power of the
pulsed laser (~1 mW) is approximately four orders of magnitude lower
than the CW laser (up to 12 W). This implies that adding a low-power
pulsed laser to an existing CW ablation laser poses no risk to the pro
cedure. Moreover, the literature indicates no safety limits for lasers in
direct contact with blood vessels [31]. In addition, an identical to the
clinically used catheter can be utilized to perform simultaneous PA and
ablation. Therefore, no modification measures are required to translate
this technology to a clinical setting. The system is easy to adopt, low-cost
solution as it does not change the existing EVLA protocol. Current EVLA
systems can be easily modified by adding a pulsed laser, dichroic optics,
and modifying the imaging sequence to acquire US/ PA images. The in
vivo studies and easy-to-adopt features have demonstrated that the in
tegrated PA-guided EVLA system can improve EVLA procedures and can
be easily translated into the clinic.
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